A cluster expansion for the expectation value of operators with correlated wave functions is presented. A variational approach to the Brueckner theory with occupation probabilities is generalized and HFB theory incorporated.
Introduction
The usual approach to the Brueckner theory is to derive the expression for the ground-state energy of a many-particle system from perturbation theory.
By a partial summation of Goldstone diagrams, the Bethe-Goldstone equation defining the Brueckner tw r o-body G-matrix is obtained. A refined version of the Brueckner theory [1] uses true occupation probabilities for single particle levels.
Da Providencia and Shakin employed a variational approach to the Brueckner theory [2] , using a correlated w r ave function of the following form:
S = i 2 Cm n > V a m a n a i a i-(!) mn > N ij^N
With the help of a partially summed cluster expansion for the expectation value (y>\H\ y^Ky \ ip} of the Hamiltonian H of the iV-particle system and a variation of the C-coefficients they arrived at a system of equations, which in the case of infinitely extended matter reduces to the Brueckner approximation of Brandow's theory [1, 3] . Lührmann [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . (See also Ref. [10] for the case that S is a general two-body operator.)
In this paper a cluster expansion is presented dealing with general quasi-particle creation operators a + (fermion operators) in the correlated wave function instead of single particle operators a + , a, Reprint requests to Y. Gerstenmaier, Institut für Theoretische Kernphysik der Universität Bonn, D-5300 Bonn.
including the wave function (1) as a special case.
Our cluster expansion proceeds in terms of the C-coefficients rather than in terms of cluster integrals [11 -14] , which themselves are polynomials of the C-coefficients. The cluster integrals of higher than second order, being complicated functions of the C-coefficients, are neglected in [2] . In the case of an infinite system, third crder cluster integrals along with a 3-body operator part in S are considered in [15] , where the 3-body Bethe-Faddeev equation is obtained after an appropriate approximation. Within our approach a wider class of diagrams contributing to the expectation value of II is summed up within the Brueckner-scheme, especially nonvanishing occupation probabilities for particle states above the Fermi saa are introducsd.
This generalization of the standard cluster expansion, which treats unoccupied and occupied single particle states "democratically" arises naturally in our quasi-particle formulation and is a necessary first step for incorporating the HFB theory into a Brueckner-scheme.
Minimizing the partial sum of diagrams with respect to the C-coefficients, w r e obtain a system of equations which can be recognized as generalized
Brueckner theory, if we define the quasi-particle 
Q
In addition, w T e obtain a generalized equation for the A, 5-matrices which includes the minimum condition of HFB theory [16] in the special case C = 0.
The need for such a unification of the HFB theory and the Brueckner theory is motivated from the fact that one should have a microscopic theory 0340-4811 / 80 I 0800-0796 $ 01.00/0. -Please order a reprint rather than making your own copy.
(starting with realistic N-N forces) for nuclei, where pairing effects are known to be important (e.g. CaIsotopes). Such a theory has been formulated up to now only for infinite systems using, however, the method of correlated-basis-functions [17] .
The Cluster Expansion and Linked Cluster Theorem
For a given set of fermionoperators a«, oca + the quasi-particle vacuum 0 (with normalization <0\0) -1) is defined by oca I 0y = 0 for all a.
The correlated wave function is written as:
ip -e s 0, The structure of these diagrams (examples are given in Fig. 1-6 ) and the explicit diagram-rules are presented in the appendix. The main advantage of this diagrammatic language is that a linked cluster theorem holds, saying that the division of Q through the norm cancels all unlinked diagrams, so that we have the linked expansion 
2!
The contribution of (b) is
and thus equal to that of (a). The expression for the energy E of the system as evaluated in Ref. [2] expressed in our diagram language is given in Figure 8 . The quadratic operator links indicate that only that part of H 1 » 1 containing the ^-matrix elements is to be used. This is due to the fact that there is no normal ordering procedure in the cluster expansion of [2] . There are two equivalent representations for E in Fig. 8 , where y'lj = yij -j-6a. Boxes with the y symbols stand for an infinite partial sum of diagrams to be inserted there, y is given by the diagrammatic equation of E denoting the approximated energy expectation
The generalized Brueckner theory which we want ? P\ to formulate within this paper is now given by the = H°°+ I m + l| Ö + + fc^ltyljl + natural extension of the "standard" prescriptions ° "
expressed by whereas ey is Hermitean and the relation ey -ye + applies similar to [2] . If the Eqs. (8), (11) and (12) are fulfilled by the C-and y-coefficients, F becomes the minimum value of the energy E:
Equations (8), (9), (11), (12) and (13) constitute our HFB-generalization of the Brueckner theory.
Structure of the Generalized Brueckner Equations
For the sake of comparison, we first reveal the structure of the standard Brueckner-scheme. Varying * Eq. (6) with respect to the C, C-coefficients under inclusion of the subsidiary condition (7) through Lagrange multipliers etj (i,jf^N) , we obtain [2] : (the third one) and a H*< 0 term (the last one), which compensate each other to a large extend for the in the single-quasi-particle space, where case of potentials inducing short range correlations. p _ y | 0 ^01 In order to cast (13) into a similar form, we split the operators # 1 -1 and # 2 « 2 into different parts, which in the case of (2) In case that (2) is a HF-transformation with welldefined particle number N of 0, the equations corresponding to Fig. 10, 11 result from the standard Brueckner scheme (Fig. 8, 9 ) by insertions of boxes with y (or y') symbols into some of the particle lines and adding diagrams of the type of the third and the last one of Fig. 8 with reversed direction of the lines joining the boxes. (Note that one has to redefine the QH 1 ' 1 (^-matrix elements as not to include the v-interaction part in order to account for the quadratic operator links in Figure 8 ). The corrections introduced by our extension are expected to be small, since the ymi with ra > JV, i^N are zero and the ymn with m,n>N are supposed to be near to dmn • An indication that this is the case is the reduced number of infinite summations in the definition of the ymn as compared to the definition of ytj with i, j ^ N. The definition of the ymn contains one more summation over hole states (indices below the Fermi sea) than the ytj. Therefore, comparing our linked cluster expansion with the Thouless expansion [18, 3] , we recognize that ymn involves diagrams with one more hole line.
Also the other additional terms of Fig. 10 contain one or two more hole lines for the leading contributions (see Figures 7b, c) .
The generalized HFB-Equation
We now impose the expectation value i.e.: (Stationarity with respect to a variation of S is fulfilled, if Eqs. (8), (11) und (12) which can also be obtained from (16) by replacing SB by C 2 > 0 and SB+ by (C 2 > °)+ = -C 0 > 2 . This modified expectation value is a sum of linked diagram contributions. The partial derivatives of this sum with respect to C 2 '° at (7 2 >° = C°> 2 = 0 must be zero. Only those diagrams with no C°' 2 -link (no second order link in the upper sequence) and one C 2 '°-link (one second order link in the lower sequence) need to be considered in the differentiation. An approximate expression for the sum of diagrams corresponding to our generalized Brueckner-approach and contributing to the differentiation is given by the diagrams of Fig. 12 with the algebraic expression: Fig. 12 . Approximate sum contributing to the differentiation of (16) 
